There was no time (\@8) (\@2). Practically, having the freedom to have or enjoy video games was challenging (\@2). The aspect remained more fictional than fictional sci-fi movies and novels (\@8). Going camping and snow hiking would be far unknown to the little brain in the skull (\@1) (\@2). Those cranial nerves had no idea of what it meant to be free (\@2). I do remember having a birthday would be shocking news to qualify for a halting broadcast (\@2). Kids in school would be counting birthday parties, whereby being pushed away was their only getaway strategy of escaping nuisance inquiries (\@3) (\@2).

Kids with their lunch boxes would gather into groups as I rushed to the washroom to gulp down the tap water to neutralize the hydrochloric acid in the stomach (\@2) (\@2). Evening sessions would take so long to end at that moment (\@2). I would not be able to pay attention hence, it called for called for collaboration of the mind and physique (\@3) (\@9) (\@8). The teacher would then be teaching black history, my favorite subject. My suffering would result from lacking time to make lunch from home. I would wake up and do dishes, homework, and laundry. The chores would be so involved to cost three hours (\@2).

I had no enough time to meet mom and dad (\@7) (\@2) (\@2). They are commonly away from home, taking sixteen-hour session jobs under different employers (\@8) (\@3) (\@6) (\@3). The aspect has produced a tough young lad curious to learn from the streets (\@8) (\@3). Emotional control would be a challenge as emotional support had been in
absentia (@3). Despite having trouble keeping a moral code in the school, mom and dad would not be able to pay for tuition fees all the time (@2) (@2) (@2).

I had faced numerous suspensions from school, seeking assistance from the internet through an old, third-generation computer would be the only hope (@0). The time to learn through an online curriculum would be challenging as mom and dad would expect everything to be in place as they return home (@2) (@2) (@3) (@0). Upon resuming school, the accolades would surpass the daily and well-facilitated kids, a surprise (@3) (@2) (@3).

Out of the meager wages from both mom and dad, bills would accumulate to unrecoverable amounts (@2) (@2). Moving from one location or nation to another was the only solution. Upon completing the lower grade learning level, we moved eight times, meaning eight different schools (@9) (@8). The aspect would be after the decoration of poor treatment, police arrests, poor living mortgage houses having no electricity and power blackouts, and gaping pipes (@8) (@3) (@2).

Mom and dad sadly would have no time to look for the house specifications before moving in. that would be my duty to offload the cargo arranged in the new (old) house (@2) (@2) (@2) (@5) (@8) (@3). The new home chores would follow: preparing meals for mom and dad to take at 11 pm (@2) (@2) (@6). I was almost forgetting the appearance of Mon and Dad, their warmth, and their affection for me, where I shifted to the old computer for taking homework and learning (@7) (@2) (@2) (@3) (@3). I would feel so lonely all through (@2). Having monitored the use of word editing tools on the old computer, a passion for computers (@5) (@0). One day I walked outside where I met a black girl who gave a heart to my experiences (@3). The aspect did spread to her parents, where I was sponsored (@8) (@2) (@3) (@3). Today she is my mentor, friend, and perusing a degree in web design (@7) (@8). We are having a great team in solving term papers and projects and tutoring the other students in school (@2).